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Director’s Report

SayTrees Environmental Trust has planted more than 79876 saplings in year 
2018-2019 and targeting to plant about 2,00,000 saplings in year 2019-2020. 

In 2018-2019, plantation happened in Karnataka, Maharashtra and Andhra 
Pradesh. SayTrees continued it rural plantation this year by planting 35000 sap-
lings in Bagepalli, Karnataka. This is in continuation of saplings which were 
planted in the region in 2017. For this SayTrees will be partnering with local 
organizations and find donor corporates to fund the projects.

SayTrees has been working on creating partnerships with local NGO's in many 
states of India. These partnerships will enable saytrees to work in multiple states 
and bring out positive change. 

SayTrees has planted 2650  fruit saplings with 5 farmers of Anantpur District. 
About 8621 fruit saplings were planted with 230 farmers from Maharashtra.

We continued Miyawaki pantation this year and have been able to create 6 
dense forests in Bangalore, Karnata and one in Satara, Maharashtra. 

Kapil Sharma
Founder, SayTrees



Sapling count so far
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We planted 79,876 saplings in year 2018. This year started by creating a 
miyawaki forest at a govt. school on World Earth Day. Then we celebrated 
World Environment Day by creating 25,000 seedballs with more than 400 
nature lovers. This year also saw collaboration with IISc, Bangalore, to 
create a drone for aerial seeding. We continued our rural plantation by 
planting close to 35000 saplings in Bagepalli, Karnataka. We continued our 
Agroforestry project by planting fruit saplings with farmers of Anantpur dis-
trict. This year we extended our agroforestry project to Maharashtra where 
we planted fruit saplings with 213 farmers. We also created our first 
Miyawaki forest ni Maharashtra by planting 2000 saplings in Satara.



World Earth Day

SayTrees celebrated World Environment Day [April 22, 2018] by planting 5500 
saplings with about 500 nature lovers who came from all around the city. 
The plantation was done at Govt. School, Hennegara, Bangalore. Students from 
school have pledge to take care of these saplings planted at their school campus.
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SayTrees continued creating Miyawaki Forests in Bangalore and other location too. 
We planted about 31065 saplings to create 6 Miyawaki forests. 
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Government High School Hennagara, Bengaluru.
Residential Complex, Attibelle, Bengaluru.
Vabasandra Lake, Bengaluru.
Bannerghatta National Park, Bengaluru.
Satara village, Maharashtra.
IRIDM, Bidadi, Bengaluru.

Location

Miyawaki Plantation



Rural Plantation
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Year 2018 saw one of our largest tree 
plantation in rural India. This plantation 
was initiated in Bagepalli village of 
Karnataka, India. Bagepalli is very close 
to Bangalore and this allowed volunteers 
from Bangalore to travel to the village to 
plant saplings. This tree plantation is sup-
ported by LTI under their CSR initiative to 
increase green cover of the nation.

34,400 saplings are planted in the 
region. This plantation also gave income 
generation opportunity to locals who 
helped us in digging pits and then plant 
saplings.
SayTrees is in regulr touch with people 
from sourrounding villages to look after 
the area of plantation and to not alllow 
grazing in the land. 
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Agroforestry
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In year 2018, 11271 fruit saplings have 
been planted with 218 farmers. These 
saplings will not only increase green 
cover of the region but will also give 
parallel income to the farmers. Farmers 
play very important role in agroforestry 
projects as they take care of the saplings 
for years to come. Supportive farmers are 
key to a succesful plantation.

2650 saplings are planted with 5 farmers 
of Ananthpur district of Andhra Pradesh 
and 8621 saplings were planted with 
213 farmers of Maharashra. 
Species planted with farmers are 
coconut, mango, guava etc.
Fruits from these saplings will help 
farmers earn a parallel income every 
year. 
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Community Participation
SayTrees promotes community participation to ensure the citizens are made aware 
about the need of trees for our survival. Our plantation and maintenance drives see 
volunteers which range from kids to senior citizens. Parents bring their kids to the 
plantation drives to make them learn about and respect mother nature. 
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Community Participation
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Monitoring & Evaluation
SayTrees monitors and evaluates the plantation location every quarter. This helps 
us to understand how saplings at these locations are growing and what kind of 
intervention is needed to ensure maximum survival rate of the saplings. Every 
plantation location is taken care by one of our team member. 
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Seed Balls
About 400 nature lovers came together to make 25,000 seedballs to celebrate 
World Environment day. These seedballs were later distributed to rural areas like 
Bagepalli, Chintamani etc to be spread on large parcel of land. 
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Seed Balls at schools
SayTrees took the seedball creation to various school where students from schools 
careated seedballs . These seedballs were later collected by SayTrees and 
distributed to various locations.
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Aerial Seeding
SayTrees funded a drone which was being created by scientists from Indian Institute 
of Science (IISc), Bangalore. This drone will be used to spread seeds over 3000 
acre land at Gauribidanur, Karnataka. Its a 3 year research project in which 
scientists will studay the change in landscape of the region.
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